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Dear Praying Friends,
December was certainly eventful!

Following my colonoscopy

in

November I had a case of tonsillitis the very next day. I had 2 cataract
surgeries in December. My right eye went first and then 2 weeks later
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my left eye. While it was everyone's
immediate

improvement,

that I would notice an

it certainly has not been my experience.

I

have had good days and some not so good days. I have had regular
follow up visits and my ophthalmologist

and my optometrist

have

assured me this is a healing process and that I am coming along just fine.
I had the multi-focus
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expectation

lens installed in each eye which will eliminate the

need for reading glasses. These seem to be working as promised but
there is still a period of adjustment.
the approaching

Driving at night is a bit difficult

as

vehicles all seem to be using their bright lights. I also

have a bit of a halo effect, even when using my laptop and cell phone. I
am assured that as my brain adjusts to these lenses this will go away.
Reading is also a bit of a challenge right now. Please keep me in prayer
during this healing process.
We are looking forward to the birth of our very first grandbaby in a
very few days. Our daughter tells us she is having a girl and they have
decided to name her Bridget Ann Taylor. Her due date is January 11
and Korrie told us her doctor will only allow her to go a week longer
and then will induce. Needless to say, we are very excited and Michele
and I plan to spoil this little girl rotten!
with no complications

Please pray for a safe delivery

either for Korrie or Bridget and that Bridget will

be a very healthy baby!
Now that the Covid vaccine is becoming available, I am hopeful that
Israel will open back up to tourism and our tour will finally be able to
happen. We have re-scheduled

it 2 times and our current dates are April

26-May 6, 2021. Please pray that we not have to adjust these dates
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again. I have 36 people who are very anxious to make this trip!
Michele and I remain grateful for your faithful

prayer and financial

support. Our ministry could not be possible apart from you! Please
always remember,

lilt is by your mercy that they shall obtain mercy."

Romans 11:30-31.
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We finished 2020 with a record number of volunteers and
we've sent out 136,000 Messiah tracts so for. Thank you to our faithful
volunteers who have helped us!

